Sinoorbital gunshot injuries
Endoscopic diagnostics and management
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Summary. Gunshot injuries to the paranasal sinuses and orbita are uncommon. Their severity depends on missile track in tissues. Such injuries can involve the orbit, paranasal sinuses, or brain. This article reports the main clinical criteria and the aspects of surgical management. Functional endoscopic sinus surgery is the most appropriate technique for removing projectiles left. This article also presents one case of airgun injury to the sphenoid sinus with retained missile that was safely removed using endoscopic procedures.

Introduction
Pathophysiology. Sinoorbital gunshot wound results in heavy soft tissue and bone lesion and eventually is a life-threatening condition. Wounding capability of bullets is primarily related to velocity (1). High-speed and low-speed lesions are distinguished according to it. Kinetic energy depends more on its velocity than mass (2). The missile track well correlates with bullet structure, size, and velocity. These are also important factors in characterizing the degree of injury. Bullet has a direct, radial blow action and wedged impact as well. They result in formation of depressed, comminuted fractures or a hole defect due to perforative impact. Disintegration of the bone tissue and dislocation of bone fragments induce secondary lesions that can cause more damage than a bullet itself. Depending on the course and trajectory of the missile track sinoorbital gunshot injuries can involve paranasal sinuses, orbita, cranial nerves, or brain (3).

Epidemiology. We do not obtain the exact frequency number of gunshot injuries. In USA, more than 33% of intentional and 13.6% of accidental gunshot injuries are to the head and neck region and orbita (4). According to Phoenix Traumatology Center data, about 10% of all incoming patients suffered firearm injury, 95% of which sustained brain lesions. Mortality rate from the gunshot injuries to the head was 60% (5). Isolated sinoorbital ballistic lesions are rare. An extremely high proportion of such injuries result from suicide attempts and accidents in adolescent males (6).

Diagnostics. The main and most important diagnostic procedure available is computed tomography (CT) of the head providing accurate diagnostic information. It demonstrates the missile path, bone fragments, localization of retained airgun projectiles, and other lesions as well as the ways of possible removal. CT in several projections reveals an excellent intercourse of projectile and anatomical structures within the sinoorbital region. The coronal CT scan provides a good view of the orbital floor, roof, cribiform plate, paranasal sinuses, and possible intracranial penetration (7). Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) usually is less informative diagnostic procedure. MRI may not provide adequate imaging of the bones; therefore, its use in sinoorbital gunshot trauma is limited (8).

Angiography in the acute setting of such injuries is a rare diagnostic procedure, unless the vascular laceration is suspected (9). In certain cases, a delayed (after 7–10 days) angiography is indicated for the quite high incidence (approximately 13%) of traumatic fistulas or aneurysms (10). The overall Glasgow Coma Scale (GCS) score is used to evaluate neurological status of the patient and is important for outcome (11). Ocular injury characteristics are evaluated according to the Ocular Trauma Classification System that has been recently brought to practice. It is based on wound character and extent variables, and such standardized assessment seems to predict accurately the visual outcomes in this series (being prognostic for visual outcome). The ocular traumatologic terms are used to describe the nature of eye lesion (12, 13).
With the relatively low rate of these injuries, there are no standard methods of diagnosis and management. Patients with airgun wounds are taken to hospital, and immediate extensive preoperative examination with a combined ophthalmic, neurosurgical and otorhinolaryngological approach is recommended. Proper initial treatment of a patient following missile lesion to the sinoorbital region involves prompt diagnostics and resuscitation according to the recommendations of trauma and brain injury (14, 15). After definitive diagnostic inspection, patients sustaining brain injury with a GCS score of more than 7 require craniotomy. Surgical treatment of patients with a GCS score of 5 to 6 is individual according to bullet track, degree of brain injury, clinical situation, and outcome expected. Surgery is reserved for patients with a GCS score of 3 to 4 with dilated pupilae. In such cases, simple wound débridement and closure followed by conservative therapy is recommended. If a patient is conscious and does not require urgent intracranial operation, the orbital pathology should be managed first. The most important specific variables of ocular injury are following: mechanism of trauma (rupture, penetration, perforation, mixed), visual acuity, pupillary defect, and the location of injury.

After evaluation of visual acuity, local primarily surgical wound management with necrotic tissue, bone fragments and, if possible, airgun projectile removing should be performed. Patients who have orbital wall and paranasal sinus defect undergo operation within 6 months using implants in selected cases. The decision to remove the foreign body should consider possible risks. In the past, external approach was used (16, 17). The same task is possible to accomplish with minimally invasive surgery after endoscopic techniques (functional endoscopic sinus surgery – FESS) were brought to practice in the 1980s. Sinonasal endoscopy is safe, allows excellent visualization, and is the most appropriate method for removing the airgun projectiles in certain cases. Using stereotactic image guidance systems, FESSs can be performed even with greater precision (18). The removal of foreign body using endoscopic techniques is not safe in selected cases. In case of frontal sinus foreign body, an endoscopic technique could be attempted only when a projectile is not imbedded in bone or is adjacent to sinus ostium. Other cases require an external approach with a trepanation necessary to allow insertion of the endoscope. Ethmoid sinus foreign body requires ethmoidotomy (19, 20). Most maxillary sinus projectiles should be accessible with endoscopic antrostomy unless imbedded anteriorly – then Caldwell-Luc approach may be necessary. Sometimes an external ethmoidotomy is used to reach to sphenoid sinus and remove the projectile successfully (21). Sphenoid sinus foreign bodies should be approached with special attention for the close proximity of such important structures as optic nerve and internal carotid artery. Skull base projectiles require special vigilance for possible cerebrospinal fluid leakage. Prophylactic antibiotic coverage, initially broad spectrum (cephalosporins 3 g per day and metronidazole 7.5 mg/kg per day), analgesics, and local eye drops are recommended for all patients (3, 8).

Reported long-term sequelae associated with retained bullets in paranasal sinuses include chronic sinusitis, cutaneous fistula, rhinolith formation, meningitis, chronic pain syndrome (6, 18), or even malignancy (22). Long-time observation may increase the risk of poisoning because most retained metallic foreign bodies are made from lead. There have only been a few reports of paranasal foreign bodies observed without sequelae (23).

Case report
This article presents one case report to illustrate the appropriate management of patients who had penetrating airgun injuries with retained projectiles in the paranasal sinuses. The important clinical features, indications for operation, its techniques, and potential complications of removal of these foreign bodies from the paranasal sinuses are discussed.

A patient who suffered penetrating sinoorbital firearm injury was taken to Vilnius University Emergency Hospital after suicide attempt. He fired into his right eye from the airgun obtained for self-defense. On admission, he underwent neurosurgical, ophthalmological, and otolaryngological examination. He was neurologically intact with a GCS score of 15; intranasal examination was unremarkable. A small punctate entry wound was seen in the medial corner of the right eye. Axial CT scan with multiplane 3D reconstructions demonstrated the metallic projectile (0.8 cm) lodged in the left sphenoid sinus. Sinus walls were intact. Fluid density content was present in ethmoid sinus. Lesion of left medial orbital wall as well as ethmoid sinus could be seen. Right orbita soft tissue injury, exophthalmia, edema of the medial extraocular muscle as well as retroorbital tissue swelling with air insertions were observed. Internal carotid artery and optic nerve were intact. CT scans demonstrated no evidence of intracranial lesions (Figs.
Visual acuity was not evaluated because of right eye blindness caused by *a. ophthalmica* thrombosis and secondary glaucoma lasting for 2 years.

Gentle surgical débridement of the wound track, removal of gunpowder particles, also eyelid and sclera defect closure using separate sutures under local anesthesia were performed during urgent ophthalmology service. Local antibiotic therapy (sol. Gentamycini, sol. Tobrex) was administered. Wounds healed without complications. General condition of the patient was normal, and he was discharged from the ophthalmology clinic.

*Fig. 1.* Axial CT scan: projectile located in the left sphenoid sinus

*Fig. 2.* Sagittal CT scan: projectile located in inferior posterior corner of the sphenoid sinus
The patient was taken to the operating room 6 weeks later, and retained projectile was removed using endoscopic techniques. Under control of 45° endoscope, left middle conchotomy was performed. After identifying natural ostium of sphenoid sinus, it was enlarged medially and down up to diameter of 10 mm. With endoscopic guidance, optic nerve and carotid were visualized. The missile was lodged in the corner of inferior posterior wall and was removed from the sphenoid sinus with special forceps (Fig. 3). The bleeding during operation was insignificant. Postoperative medical therapy consisted of cefazolin 3 g per day intravenously, nasal drops, and analgetics. The patient tolerated the procedure well and had uneventful postoperative course. He was discharged from the clinic after 4 days of follow-up.

Discussion

The missile entrance or exit wound may be out of sight in some injuries, and often it is difficult to predict the severity of the injury. An extensive preoperative evaluation of a patient sustaining gunshot sinoorbital trauma with a combined ophthalmic, neurosurgical and otorhinolaryngological approach and CT scanning are strongly recommended (8). The patient who suffered sinoorbital firearm injury was taken to Vilnius University Emergency Hospital after suicide attempt and followed up providing interdisciplinary care.

The literature pertaining to ballistic injuries of paranasal sinuses is not extensive, and this rare entity is generally presented only in case reports. Locations of airgun projectiles vary. Three consecutive cases of airgun injuries to the paranasal sinuses were evaluated at the University of North Carolina School of Medicine by G. M. Brinson. In the first case, the metallic foreign lodged in the superior aspect of the posterior wall of the maxillary sinus adjacent to the infraorbital canal. In the second case of a patient accidentally shot to the left eyelid, the projectile was present in the Onodi cell region. In the third case, the left eye was injured with a pellet gun. The trajectory of the bullet was identified coursing through the globe, lamina papyracea, and posterior ethmoid cells and lodged in the sphenoid sinus. We conducted a case of one patient who sustained the same pathology. He had a retained projectile in sphenoid sinus as well.

The main diagnostic procedure available is CT of the head providing accurate information about the intercourse of the foreign body and surrounding anatomical structures (3, 8). In certain series, MRI is indicated, although it is less informative and is contraindicated because of the potential risk for migration and further injury in case of intracranial foreign metallic body (8). Angiography in the initial evaluation is an uncommon diagnostic procedure unless a vascular laceration is suspected (9). Diagnostic examination revealed no neurosurgical pathology and showed neurological function to be intact. CT scans demonstrated the projectile present in the inferior posterior corner of the left sphenoid sinus.

Surgical management in cases of sinoorbital gunshot injury is subdivided to urgent ophthalmological service and planned otolaryngological aid (8). In our case, the patient underwent urgent ophthalmologic treatment, and after 6 weeks, an endoscopic removal of the foreign body was performed. Sinoorbital gunshot injuries should be treated using conventional and endoscopic techniques (16, 17, 21). Nevertheless, according to Brinson, endoscopic surgery is the safest, minimally invasive, and therefore the most preferred management in such series (18). Endoscopic techniques were also successful in our case. The removal of foreign body was accomplished without complications and provided the desired outcome.
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